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The ethane cracker construction being done in
Beaver County.

Panel: Location key in building ethane crackers
Stephen Caruso
Jun 20, 2017, 2:22pm EDT

There may be the potential for several more ethane crackers in the
tri-state region as Shell Chemicals ramps up its petrochemical plant
construction in Beaver County, but experts say finding the right
location for the new ones could be difficult.

Local and state officials at the Northeast Petrochemical Construction
Conference on Monday pointed to a recent IHS Markit study that
shows the potential, based on the Appalachian basin's potential as
an ethane source, for upward of four more cracker plants between
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Ohio. A panel at the conference's
second day discussed how location is key.

RELATED: Shell project manager says cracker will forever change Pittsburgh

Companies hoping to find the perfect site — a piece of flat land, on the water, with a rail connection — are
probably out of luck, said Bryce Custer, vice president of petrochemical and energy services at NAI
Spring. Few ideal spots exist, usually on the spot of former electrical or steel facilities along the Ohio
River. Some of the locations identified included Mingo Junction, Ohio, and Moundsville, W.Va.

Site selection is also impacted by how much it will cost to develop a potential cracker site, said Kevin
McGowan, president of McGowan Corporate Real Estate Advisors.

“The land cost is minuscule over the project cost," McGowan said. "In the case of Shell, they have to move
a type-one railroad. It’s not for the feint of heart."

INTERACTIVE TOOL: Commercial development surrounding Shell's ethane cracker project

Nor is having only one rail carrier accessing the plant, which decreases the overall competition, according
to Renato Monteiro, managing director of Genesis Acumen LLC. Monteiro, when he worked for Braskem
America, developed a cracker plant in Mexico.

Access to water is also important, as multiple conference participants pointed out. The large-scale
components used in the ethane cracker are often shipped via barge, as Shell is planning to do with the
Potter Township plant.

RELATED: Opportunities identified at petrochemical conference
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Even with these difficulties, however, Woody Hydrick is confident that future crackers will find a place in
the tri-state region. Hydrick, a managing principal of Global Location Strategies that specializes in
locating capital-intensive, manufacturing industries, said that building crackers is hard, no matter where
you are. 

While the Gulf Coast has more experience in construction, the area is starting to run out of land and is
mostly left with swamp for development, requiring planting concrete pillars into the marshy ground for
support. So moving a mountain — which Shell did for the Potter Township plant — may look feasible,
Hydrick said.

“It’s not easy to build these facilities anywhere; it’s expensive to do it on the Gulf Coast, it’s expensive to
do it here,” Hydrick said.

RELATED: With cracker coming, Pittsburgh poised to become major player in plastics
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